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B. EXEC SQL UPDATE testtab SET salary = 0;
C. EXEC SQL UPDATE testtab SET salary = :-1;
D. EXEC SQL UPDATE testtab SET salary= :new_salary INDICATOR :test.salary_i;
Answer: D
QUESTION: 145
An SQL program is compiled with default options. The program is invalidated and requires
recompilation when ______.
A. a column is added to a table referenced by the SQL program
B. the value for MAXEXTENTS has been altered for a table accessed by the SQL program
C. a rename has been performed on the SQL program
D. a VIEW is created on a table accessed by the SQL program
Answer: A
QUESTION: 146
When a SQL statement uses the BROWSE ACCESS clause, _______.
A. the statement accesses all rows except those that are locked in EXCLUSIVE mode
B. the statement accesses all rows required for validating the predicates
C. the statement implicitly locks rows that the statement accesses in SHARED mode
D. the statement only accesses a consistent view of the database
Answer: B
QUESTION: 147
The compiler directive "SQL" must _______.
A. precede the first non-comment statement in both COBOL85 and C
B. precede the first non-comment statement in COBOL85 but not in C
C. precede the first non-comment statement in C but not in COBOL85
D. follow the IDENTIFICATION DIVISION in COBOL85 and follow the declaration of
Global variables in C
Answer: A
QUESTION: 148
The "EXEC SQL INCLUDE STRUCTURES SQLCA VERSION 2 SQLSA VERSION
CURRENT" statement includes _______.
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A. Version 315 of the SQLSA structure
B. Version 2 of the SQLCA structure and the previous version of the SQLSA structure
C. Version 2 of the SQLCA structure and a version equal to or greater than 330 of the SQLSA
structure
D. Version 2 of the SQLDA structure
Answer: C
QUESTION: 149
The CONTROL QUERY BIND NAMES directive is used to manage _______.
A. the object linker
B. which tables are mapped to DEFINES
C. how tightly tables are mapped to DEFINES
D. when tables are mapped to DEFINES
Answer: D
QUESTION: 150
A foreign cursor is ______.
A. a static cursor that is referenced by two parts: a procedure name and the cursor id
B. a cursor that is not declared in the program or procedure in which it is referenced
C. a static cursor that is not referenced in the program or procedure that opened the cursor
D. a stored procedure that references a dynamic cursor outside of the scope of the initial open
Answer: B
QUESTION: 151
DESCRIBE INPUT is a statement that returns _______. Select TWO.
A. a pointer to the last SELECT statement in the SQLCA structure
B. the host variable name of a names buffer declared in an INCLUDE SQLDA statement
C. a static parameter declared in a FETCH statement
D. descriptions of input parameters for a previously prepared statement
E. the description of the tables used by the program in presentation order
Answer: B, D
QUESTION: 152
Your application receives an SQL Error 8204 (Lost Open Error) on a FETCH statement. What
should you do?
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A. Abort the transaction and call ABEND.
B. Retry the FETCH statement.
C. Continue to the next SQL statement.
D. Close and reopen the cursor.
Answer: D
QUESTION: 153
The "CONTROL TABLE RETURN or WAIT " directive controls row access in which access
options? Select TWO.
A. repeatable
B. stable
C. browse
D. exclusive
E. shared
Answer: A, B
QUESTION: 154
The define =_SQL_CMP_EQ_LIMIT, CLASS MAP, FILE T4 _______.
A. directs the SQL parser to transform equal predicates up to four times to generate the best
plan
B. directs the SQL compiler to limit to four the number of equivalent predicates for join order
and index selection
C. instructs the SQL optimizer to open up to four partitions at program startup
D. instructs the SQL executor to limit to four the number of aggregates that can be evaluated
by the disk process
Answer: B
QUESTION: 155
The statement "INSERT INTO employee (firstname, lastname) values ("John", "Doe")
RETURNING :host_var" returns _______.
A. a status indicating if the INSERT was successful
B. the null indicator
C. the value of the SYSKEY for the last record inserted
D. nothing, an INSERT statement does not return values
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Answer: C
QUESTION: 156
What most accurately describes the difference between the SQL statement COMMIT WORK
and the Guardian procedure ENDTRANSACTION?
A. The SQL statement and the Guardian procedure call are equal and interchangeable in an
SQL program.
B. The use of the Guardian procedure call in an SQL program is invalid.
C. The SQL statement performs a FREE RESOURCES first, followed by the
ENDTRANSACTION.
D. ENDTRANSACTION can only be used with BEGINTRANSACTION.
Answer: C
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